
Board of Elections Round Table – December 9, 2019, Albany, NY 

 

The SBOE has had meetings in Monroe, Onondaga, and Albany with one additional meeting 

scheduled for Rockland. County BOE officials were invited to evaluate the early voting 

implementation and plans for 2020. 

 

From etimates of costs from 30 counties, the state BOE believes the cost for those counties will 

be $140 million in 2020. NYC is still estimating their cost but believe it will cost over $103 

million for 2020 for a total of $243 million for only 35 counties.  

 

There were 3 million voters this year, up from 2 million in 2015. They anticipate 8 million voters 

for 2020.  

 

The various county BOE officials in attendance presented their results of what worked and what 

issues they had. Some used epoll books and Ballot on Demand (BOD) but some still used paper 

poll books. Electrical issues seem to be frequent to maintain all the equipment.  

 

Communication and training, as well as purchases of equipment seem to be a constant issue. 

Flexibility in poll site hours may have also been an issue in communications. They discussed if 

hours could be the same across the state and all days.  There are concerns for counties who had 

to print their poll books after using epoll for the EV period and when they should start printing 

those books. Some counties printed ahead of time and stamped voters who voted early along the 

way. Other counties used the same books for EV as ED, a lot of small counties were able to 

manage with existing staff and worked on it for 3 days straight.  

 

It’s not just about purchasing equipment, it’s also about pulling data after the fact and 

connectivity. The signature issue is a problem because Ipads only have a certain amount of 

storage and NYC needs above and beyond what the current technology can offer. They also need 

connectivity between poll sites and different locations. There are concerns that smaller counties 

may not have the resources and experts to run the equipment.  

 

Nother issue raised was poll site locations. Reserving space for 9 days caused problems and lack 

of options for some county BOEs. Some counties have had to pay to rent space which cuases 

additional costs. NYC would like a formulaic approach to figure out what cost should be for the 

private sites. They said a cap would be helpful to not seem like that are paying more or in favor 

of certain property owners.  

 

Funding is the biggest issue for all counties and the state BOE going into 2020. With three 

periods of early voting, the costs will significantly increase and there wasn’t enough money this 

year for some counties. With additional purchases of equipment and more staffing costs, the 

counties will need more assistance in covering these costs. 


